Abstract-Since simulink has been widely used among engineer and researcher for many aspect of digital signal processing and control theory, then we develop a block that interfaced specific hardware that also has been widely used, a Laser Range Finder (LRF) sensor. Here we interface the LRF sensor from Hokuyo, the URG family series. Hokuyo is famous with the affordable LRF sensor that they built, such as URG-04LX-UG01. This paper presents the structure and the design of block proposed. Moreover, with mathematical calculation we provide the 2D plot graph from the scanned result.
character for example. C Programming, Library and Legacy Code Tool of the URG block are describes in Section III. Section IV describes experimental procedure from the block proposed. Section V describes the results and discussion. Finally, the summary of our work is described in Section VI.
II. HOKUYO URG SERIES
Hokuyo Automatic Co. Ltd. is a Japan company that runs on product manufacturer such as sensors, optical data transmission, laser and automatic door [4] . On the photo sensor areas, Hokuyo has developed so many type of photo sensor, among it there was URG Series family (See Fig.1 ) that famous with its excellence. The accuracy, the interface, the weight and also the price was the prime advantages if we chose their product. Here, we used the cheapest hokuyo LRF sensor on the market, URG-04LX-UG01 [5] (See Table I ). Computer and Communication Engineering, Vol. 3, No. 6, November 2014 performance and characteristic of Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01 is almost the same with the performance of URG-04LX that has been reviewed its characteristics by [6] , [7] . They said, URG-04LX output performance need 90 minutes to stable. They also conclude that the surface reflectance properties, the angle reception, and colors affect the measurement of URG-04LX.
III. PROGRAMMING
There a few step to make the Hokuyo URG series block, to wrapped all in 1 block we need C Programming, Library of C programming and windows and a legacy code tool from simulink, all be discuss on next subsection.
C Programming. C is an imperative (procedural) systems implementation language. It was designed to be compiled using a relatively straightforward compiler, to provide low-level access to memory, to provide language constructs that map efficiently to machine instructions, and to require minimal run-time support. C was therefore useful for many applications that had formerly been coded in assembly language [8] . Here we used a C programming sample from hokuyo [9] (See Fig. 2 ) for the basic parameter call and defining the function.
Library. In computer science, a library is a collection of resources used to develop software. These may include pre-written code and subroutines, classes, values or type specifications [10] . Shows in Fig. 3 sample of library urg_ctrl.h that has been provided by the hokuyo for the URG Series user.
Legacy Code Tool (LCT). The legacy code function creates a MATLAB structure for registering the specification for existing C or C++ code and the S-function being generated. In addition, the function can generate, compile and link, and create a masked block for the specified S-function [11] . For that we write our own LCT to wrap the C programming and the library into a single block (See Fig. 4 . the red block). Shown in Fig. 4 the red block is the URG Series block, it provide the distance measurement and angle given by the LRF sensor. While in Fig. 5 . Show the mask editor after the wrapped is done. Fig. 2 . Example of GD data scan algorithm from Hokuyo [9] . To plot LRF scanned result, mathematical calculation has been done to get coordinate data of point that being scanned. Since LRF only gives distance (S) and angle data (α). Mathematical calculation must be done to get coordinate from it. First, the coordinate LRF itself must be register, x=0 and y=0 as point distance reference. Trigonometric function is used to get coordinate point the data from ladar scan as shown in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. Moreover this calculation was wrapped into 2D mapping processing (See Fig. 6 ). 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
First, you must install the LRF driver from the Hokuyo URG Series, connect the LRF to the laptop if it has. Shown in Fig. 7 here, we test the Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01 with rectangle and circle shape for the obstacle of laser scanner. Fig. 8 , the 2D mapping scan result from Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01 interfaced in Matlab/Simulink [1] , [11] software. The result shows the shape of obstacle in front of the LRF sensor which has rectangle and circular shape. The result shows 1 second scanned data from URG-04LX-UG01. 6820 measurement data in millimeter were received and collected during the scan, since URG-04LX-UG01 has capability of 10Hz frequency of scanning. 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Shown in
VI. SUMMARY
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